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Overview
“Fourth World” is a Catalyst campaign to be directed by you: the Game Master (GM). The Catalyst 
manual defines the universe’s general lore and rules. This campaign gives specific characters, 
locations, and plot lines for your players to experience. Ultimately, this is a guide. As the GM, you lead 
players through this world. The details here are suggestions; you and your players tell the story you 
want.

This guide is for a GM, not the players participating. Let them experience the story through gameplay, 
not reading this document. You, however, should read this campaign in its entirety before starting. 
Immerse yourself and understand how characters react to the players. Keep in mind what information 
is appropriate to share with your players. You know the outcomes of decisions and motivations of 
characters; players learn for themselves.

“Fourth World” takes place in Northern Arizona, particularly in the city of Flagstaff. Players are 
travelling through the junction town when demon activity halts their progress. They are roped into the 
town’s immediate problems and exposed to a broader effort against the entire demon invasion. “Fourth 
World” is the Catalyst interpretation of the Diné Bahane’, the Navajo creation story: events in this 
campaign roughly follow those in the ancient myth.

The campaign is designed for Catalyst’s recommendation of three to five player characters. Notes are 
given for fights needing to accommodate differing party sizes.

This is a longer campaign, expected to span around between seven and ten sessions. The narrative 
is semi-linear. The story branches at times and allows flexibility in player decisions with differing 
consequences. There are also hooks in the story the GM can insert side-stories if desired. “Fourth 
World” is recommended for GMs who are familiar with role-playing games, but not necessarily 
experienced leading campaigns. 

History
Over two years have passed since the demons arrived. Portals sprung open across the world and 
belched forth armies hell-bent on overthrowing humanity. We fought hard; harder than we ever have 
throughout all our previous wars. Everyone was conscripted to defend against these evil invaders.

When the plague started to claim human lives, we resorted to desperate tactics. We leveled cities 
moments before occupation. Our lost farmlands were salted and burned to deny them food. Any signs 
of the enemy using our infrastructure forced us to detonate power plants, poison water supplies, or 
light coal mines aflame. What we did will seem ridiculous hundreds of years from now, but survival 
was a fleeting hope.

We scraped out a pyrrhic victory. Humanity stood isolated, sick, vulnerable, and alive. We scrubbed 
the earth of demonic settlements, pushing them back to whatever horrific place they originated. 
However, we did not stop the portals from opening anew. They still pop up and bring horrible 
abominations into our homeland.  Fortunately, the demons seem to have lost their military edge. The 
days of whole armies invading cities appear to have passed. Raiders picking on humanity’s outskirts 
are the current threat. 

Both sides are taking time to rebuild. Hopefully, we accomplish that feat faster. A few metropolises 
survived the collateral damage and humanity fortified within them. There is no country-wide 
government anymore. The city-state model dominates the American continent. People are on mostly-
friendly terms, but no one has the resources to help their neighbors. Survival is still the order of the 
day.
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Player Character Creation
“It is 8:00 am here in Flagstaff and time for the Gunfighter status update. Rail lines are operating 
normally across the Southwest today. The Westbound train is expected to arrive tomorrow, after its 
delay in Albuquerque. The incident blocking travel has been resolved, though details are sparse. 
Reportedly, a group of amateur mercenaries are responsible for saving the town and are heading 
west. Flagstaff is proud to host such heroes.”

--Robert Zah, AZG Status Broadcast, August 2nd, 2016

Players begin on a train heading towards Flagstaff from the easterly outpost of Albuquerque. The 
player group is established and has worked together for some time. Let them develop a shared 
backstory of the events in Albuquerque. This sets the tone for intra-party relations and helps justify 
them remaining together during the campaign.

The campaign’s historic events are known to players, as is general Catalyst lore. They may or may not 
know about Flagstaff and its social climate, depending what individuals have been doing since the 
invasion.

The purpose of the Flagstaff layover is getting a Red Death booster shot. The group is due for their 
biannual injection and Flagstaff is the easiest place for treatment. Beyond Arizona, the players’ goals 
are up to them. They should decide 
why they are heading further west, but 
it should not be an urgent enough task 
to encourage ignoring the campaign’s 
events.

They begin their Northern Arizona 
adventure at level 1. Everyone has 
an unenchanted weapon of their 
choice from the Catalyst manual’s item 
tables (excluding the sniper rifle and 
warhammer). Firearms users start with 
two magazines from their chosen weapon 
(except for crossbows; give players 10 
bolts). Melee combatants can have a 
throwing weapon in addition to what 
they choose. No one begins with special 
clothing; only their street clothes. Issue 
any desired items to those with other 
skills, such as a low-level runestone 
to people with imbuement or a set of 
lockpicks to people with the Lockpick 
ability. Everyone also begins with a single 
day’s worth of food and water rations.

Once characters are made and past 
lives shared, players are ready to begin. 
They find themselves alone in a boxcar 
on the westbound train, approaching the 
Arizonan outpost.
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Layover
“The time is 8:00 am and we have an update on the demon sightings to the west. AZG scouts 
have confirmed portal openings near Ash Fork. Westbound trains have been halted in Flagstaff 
under further notice. Flagstaff citizens are advised to remain east of the Navajo Army Depot. Curfew 
restrictions are not in effect at this time, but remain cautious at night and use metamancy detection 
when travelling outside of the town’s borders.”

-- Robert Zah, AZG Status Broadcast, August 3rd, 2016

The ride has been quiet; a welcome change to the usual travel conditions. The group is isolated in 
their car, talking amongst themselves about past adventures and enjoying the early morning air. The 
engine is one car over and drowns out the sounds of nature. Everyone knows to keep their weapons 
ready, as demon raids are a constant threat. This voyage justifies the paranoia.

A powerful evoker near the train’s rear magnetizes the last car to the tracks. The train lurches as it 
drastically slows down. Outside of the players’ car, other demons riding quadrupedal beasts flank the 
open doors. It is every able rider’s duty to assist in defense and every sane human’s duty to remain 
alive. Others are battling demons by their cars and the players must do their part.

Battle Notes – 3:10 to Flagstaff

•	 Opponents
o [Player Count] Demon Raiders (on Riding Beasts)

•	 Terrain
o The boxcar is 15 meters long , 3 meters wide, and just over 3 meters tall
o A 3-meter wide door is on each side, slid open
o Supplies are scattered in the car

•	 Setup
o Demons are mounted on their beasts 12 meters from the train car and evenly split 

between both sides
o Players are in the car, positioned as they were before the attack

•	 Tactics
o Riding beasts only Move, so reaction checks and action cards are not needed

	Since the beasts are moving at the same speed as the car, they are considered 
stationary and do not affect Attack checks against their riders

o Demons using melee hop into the car (they need an acrobatics check of 3 to stay 
standing)

•	 Special
o Killing or stunning a riding beast while a demon is on it causes the rider to fall and exit 

combat
•	 Resolution

o Success: The train’s passengers repel the demon hijackers. The team picks over any 
corpses that managed to get in the train before unceremoniously dumping them outside.

o Failure: The players are knocked unconscious by the marauders. Brave mercenaries 
in the rear cars manage to hop up and eject the demons. The beaten group physically 
recovers in their boxcar, but knows to expect taunting and mockery in Flagstaff’s taverns 
for days to come.

The magical impediment releases the locomotive, letting it resume the trek towards the mountain 
waypoint. Battling the raiders earns the players 50 experience. Tranquility reins over the voyage’s 
conclusion.
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Civilians and Mercenaries

Bandit
Strength: 10 Willpower: 8 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 28/-14 Speed: 4
Dexterity: 9 Perception: 11 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 48/-12 Spell Capacity: 2
Fortitude: 8 Charisma: 7 Firearms Check: 3d6-2 Acrobatics Check: 1d6
Intelligence: 7 Reaction: 10 Melee Check: 3d6 (+1 on Attack) Vein Check: 3d6
Weapons (Damage): Automatic Shotgun (1d6*3) --or-- Long Sword (1d8+2)
Spells: Erode(3), Reshape(3), Shelter(1), Weaken(3)
Abilities: Pinpoint, Sight

Fervid Bystander
Strength: 7 Willpower: 5 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 12/-9 Speed: 3
Dexterity: 7 Perception: 7 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 27/-9 Spell Capacity: 2
Fortitude: 7 Charisma: 7 Firearms Check: 2d6+2 Acrobatics Check: 1d6
Intelligence: 6 Reaction: 7 Melee Check: 2d6 Vein Check: N/A
Weapons (Damage): Hunting Rifle (1d8) --or-- Lead Pipe (1d8+1)

Jack Ballantine
Strength: 12 Willpower: 14 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 54/-19 Speed: 5
Dexterity: 12 Perception: 8 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 90/-15 Spell Capacity: 2
Fortitude: 8 Charisma: 8 Firearms Check: 1d6 Acrobatics Check: 1d6
Intelligence: 6 Reaction: 10 Melee Check: 4d6 (+2 on Attack) Vein Check: 3d6
Weapons (Damage): Crippling Claymore (1d12+3; cripples arm or leg for 1d4 turns [16 vigor]), Short 
Sword (1d6+3)
Spells: Catatonia(4), Daze(4), Prey(1), Stimulate(4)
Abilities: Parry, Riposte
Special: Protection:2

Jack’s Medic
Strength: 6 Willpower: 9 Vitae Capacity/Drop Point: 30/-10 Speed: 3
Dexterity: 8 Perception: 6 Vigor Capacity/Drop Point: 84/-14 Spell Capacity: 3
Fortitude: 10 Charisma: 6 Firearms Check: 2d6+1 Acrobatics Check: 2d6
Intelligence: 10 Reaction: 7 Melee Check: 1d6 Vein Check: 4d6
Weapons (Damage): Revolver (1d8)
Spells: Cauterize(3), Fortify(3), Revitalize(5), Transfuse(3)
Special: Protection:4; Can use vitae instead of vigor at 75% conversion rate (blood aptitude)
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